Who is controlling controllers?

I think that this is the very first post of this type, but a man's gotta do what a man's gotta do,
especially if over hundred attempts to resolve severe and urgent problems have failed (sabotage,
cover-up, manipulated evidence, delays etc.).
So, straight to main points (most of it is documented in my books):
In January 1994 I became ill and disabled because of extremely bad treatment by the British
Government. The illness completely changed my life for ever, and reduced me to maximum 40% of
what I used to be (physically, mentally, socially, intellectually etc.).
Many letters followed (including these from doctors and solicitors), but nothing has been done by
British government to enable and start my recover, and due to the nature and cause of the injuries
only they could. Other members of the family became disabled in the meantime, and still are, some
less some more.
Not a single day (and night) since 1994 I was pain free, every day feeling and coping with at least few
injuries and discomforts.
That resulted in my High Court case against British government and few others involved parties
(Royal Bank of Scotland, Lord Chancellor, Prime Minister, local MP). That attempt was sabotaged.
As my life continued to be mainly (99%) just work, sleeping and internal fights with my pains, fears
and resentments, I finally cracked once again, and took UK to European Court of Human Rights.
In 2007 I had six months of counselling and after that additional off-sick period of 4.5 months. That
was the first time ever that I managed to have some treatment for all illnesses and mental traumas
of the past 13 years.
Everything was disclosed and discussed with my employer British Airways (At that point I was with
them already 11 years, all together April 1996 - May 2013, and I was one of the best paid and one of
the best ranked IT employees).
To cut it short, as everything is explained in my Volumes 3-7, British Airways ignored all medical
warnings, used all confidential medical evidence, and launched very long and extensive conspiracy
and unfair dismissal campaign, resulting in end of my BA employment on terms and health
conditions that were calling for a tragedy.
Number of tragic and extremely damaging episodes followed, with few severe and long episodes of
panic attacks, eyes damages, worsening of many existing conditions, and causing brand new
damages like allergies, hives and asthma.
Asthma in particular (even that it is mild and without severe attacks) is absolutely incompatible with
over 20 years of panic attacks, mental trauma resulting from mental abuse, and all resulting
resentments and consequences.

There should be (must be) my claim with Royal Courts of Justice against British Airways and parent
company IAG, but I fear that another conspiracy and cover up happened with this case as well.
Previously, I took BA to the Employment Tribunal, won two Preliminary Hearings, and to the best of
my knowledge won the Main Hearing as well (which was a complete fraud and farce).
After 10 weeks of manipulations (and refusal to provide actual notes from the hearing, and
untampered version of Volume 5) Judge Ryan declared that I lost my case of disability discrimination
(while the illness, disability and discrimination were never discussed at the hearing, they said they
knew the damages and the outcome of Preliminary hearing about disability).
I was very ill at all points, signed off-sick months before the Main hearing, forced to attend it ill,
unable to cope and deal with stress and requirements, yet denied any legal help and representation.
The resulting conspiracy, mental torture and unseen abuse of ill and disabled person led to my new
illnesses, making me unable to work and have any normal life.
Ombudsman process and Appeal process were 100% fraud and farce, with 100% of essential facts
and evidence being filtered out, none of my questions and applications were taken into
consideration, and the case continued to be based on tampered evidence and white lies.
Countless urgent letters were sent to Police, local MP, Prime Minister, Secretary of State for Justice
and The Crown.
The current situation with all my pending cases (conspirators declared some of them as closed) is
that Prime Minister Theresa May has been asked to arrange an urgent meeting with The Crown, as
the government institutions and representatives all failed.
Based on 25 years in UK and my own experiences, Human Rights, Employment and Disability laws in
UK are just a joke, farce and political tool.
I will now wait one month to see if The Crown and/or people will do something about all these
anomalies and conspiracies of their government. If my November 2016 update does not state that
there is a major progress, I hope that international community, organisations and courts will start
looking at these anomalies and crimes.
Remember, I am just a messenger, ill and disabled for over twenty years; the bad things were done
by the bad guys, not by me. I just want my life and health back, and one of key requirements is
removing injustice and abuse from my life, even if that means taking The State and The Crown to all
applicable or newly formed International Courts.
This communication was necessary as Her Majesty Government and Her Majesty Courts and
Tribunals want again to cover-up all this without providing recovery package, as they were doing it
since 1994. I need to move on and re-learn how to live with all disabilities and injuries that I have.
Let's find out how soon (if ever) The Crown and the people of Britain will investigate all these crimes
and anomalies of their government.

From now on I need maximum emotional rest, with increased physical and social activity, and almost
zero stress and fear. I will limit my communications on these issues to maximum one sentence per
month, unless The State and The Crown try to cause further damages, where I will explicitly ask
international community to form the Court(s) and investigate all their crimes and conspiracies of the
last 25 years.
Thank you for staying this long with this text, I really needed to get it off my chest, as it makes my
asthma, and fear and anger attacks far worse, which would mean decades of suffering for me and
people around me, if I don't take this step (based on previous experiences from the past 25 years).
Love you all; please learn something from my suffering, nothing is as important as health and
happiness.
Now hopefully back to joyful posts and nice photos.
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